Introduction
============

It is estimated that 17,650 cases of esophageal cancer will be diagnosed each year, and 16,080 deaths are expected from the disease in the United States [@JR1836-1] . Globally, of the estimated 456,000 cases of esophageal cancer diagnosed in 2012, 398,000 were squamous cell carcinomas (SCC) and 52,000 were adenocarcinomas [@JR1836-2] . Incidence rates for adenocarcinoma of the esophagus have been increasing dramatically, primarily owing to increases in known risk factors such as obesity [@JR1836-3] . In the United States in particular, as well as in several western countries, smoking and excessive alcohol consumption account for approximately 90 % of the total cases of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) [@JR1836-4] .

Patients with esophageal cancer present with difficulty swallowing or dysphagia and associated weight loss caused by obstruction of the esophagus by the tumor. Progressive dysphagia usually occurs once the esophageal lumen diameter is less than 13 mm, which indicates advanced disease and is the predominant symptom in more than 70 % of patients [@JR1836-5] . The primary goal of esophageal stenting in patients with advanced disease is to relieve dysphagia and thereby help in preventing worsening malnutrition. Compared with parenteral nutrition, endoscopic stent placement significantly improves a patient's quality of life by restoring the ability to take in food and fluids orally. Despite advances in diagnosis and treatment, the 5-year survival rate for all patients diagnosed with esophageal cancer remains dismal, ranging from 15 % to 20 % [@JR1836-6] .

Self-expanding metal stents (SEMS) have been used for palliation of malignant dysphagia since the early 1990 s [@JR1836-7] , however, use of fluoroscopy for this purpose can be time-consuming, expose patients to unnecessary radiation, and can occasionally be inaccurate [@JR1836-8] . Access to fluoroscopic services may also not be readily available in certain medical centers. Traditionally, SEMS have been placed under direct endoscopic visualization, however, more recently, a through-the-scope technique has also been described [@JR1836-9] . The aim of our study was to evaluate the overall clinical efficacy and safety of esophageal SEMS placement without the aid of fluoroscopy.

Methods
=======

Search strategy
---------------

We conducted a comprehensive search of several databases from inception to December, 2019. The databases included Ovid MEDLINE and Epub Ahead of Print, In-Process and other non-indexed citations, Ovid Embase, Ovid Cochrane Central Register of Controlled trials, Ovid Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Web of Science Core Collection and Scopus. Two experienced medical librarians, using inputs from the study authors, helped with the literature search. Controlled vocabulary supplemented with keywords was used to search for studies of interest. In our search strategy we included fluoroscopy along with phrases associated with the procedure such as direct endoscopic visualization, direct endoscopic placement etc. to maximize our literature search. The full search strategy is available in Supplementary Appendix-A. The PRISMA and MOOSE checklists were followed as appropriate and are provided in [Fig. 1](#FI1836-1){ref-type="fig"} and **Supplementary Appendix B** [@JR1836-10] [@JR1836-11] . Reference lists of evaluated studies were examined to identify other studies of interest.

![ Study selection flow chart/PRISMA. From: Moher D, Liberati A, Tetzlaff J, Altman DG, The PRISMA Group (2009). Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses: The PRISMA Statement. PLoS Med 6(7): e1000097. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed1000097](10-1055-a-1164-6398-i1836ei1){#FI1836-1}

Study selection
---------------

In this meta-analysis, we included studies that evaluated the clinical outcomes of palliative esophageal stent placement without fluoroscopy. Studies were included irrespective of the study sample-size, inpatient/ outpatient setting, and geography as long as they provided data needed for the analysis.

Studies done in the pediatric population (Age \< 18 years), and studies not published in English language were our only exclusion criteria. In case of multiple publications from the same cohort and/or overlapping cohorts, data from the most recent and/or most appropriate comprehensive report were retained. When needed, authors were contacted via email for clarification of data and/or study-cohort overlap. The retained studies were decided by two authors (B.P.M., S.C.) based on the publication timing (most recent) and/or the sample size of the study (largest).

Data abstraction and quality assessment
---------------------------------------

Data on study-related outcomes in the individual studies were abstracted onto a standardized form by at least two authors (SC, SRK), and two authors (BPM, SC) did the quality scoring independently.

The Newcastle-Ottawa scale for cohort studies was used to assess the quality of studies [@JR1836-12] . This quality score consisted of 8 questions, the details of which are provided in [Table 1](#TB1836-1){ref-type="table"} .

###### Study quality assessment.

                      **Selection**   **Comparability**   **Outcome**   **Score**   **Quality**                     
  ------------------- --------------- ------------------- ------------- ----------- ------------- --- --- --- ----- --
  Austin, 2001        0               0.5                 1             1                         1   1   1   5.5   
  Almond, 2017        0               1                   1             1                         1   1   1   6     
  Balekuduru, 2019    0.5             1                   1             1                         1   1   1   6.5   
  Ben Soussan, 2005   0               0.5                 1             1                         1   0   0   3.5   
  Ferreira, 2011      0               1                   1             1                         1   1   1   6     
  Garcia-Cano, 2016   0               0.5                 1             1                         1   0   0   3.5   
  Govender , 2015     0               1                   1             1                         1   0   0   4     
  Jain, 2016          0               1                   1             1                         1   0   0   4     
  Kini, 2018          0               0                   1             1                         1   0   0   3     
  Lazaraki, 2011      0               1                   1             1                         1   1   1   6     
  Saligram, 2017      0               1                   1             1                         1   0   0   4     
  Sharma, 2012        0               0                   1             1                         1   0   0   3     
  Siddiqui, 2010      0               1                   1             1                         1   0   0   4     
  Tahiri. 2015        0               1                   1             1                         1   1   1   6     
  Vermuelen, 2019     0               0.5                 1             1                         1   1   1   5.5   
  White, 2001         0               1                   1             1                         1   0   0   4     
  Wilkes, 2007        0               1                   1             1                         1   1   1   6     

Outcomes assessed
-----------------

Outcomes assessed were: 1) pooled rate of overall technical success, as defined by successful deployment of the esophageal stent; 2) pooled rate of clinical success, as defined by improvement in post procedure dysphagia; and 3) pooled rate of most frequently reported stent related adverse events (AEs), including stent migration, tumor overgrowth and perforation.

Pre-determined meta-regression analysis were planned to evaluate the effect of tumor location (proximal, mid or distal esophagus) and obstruction length on overall technical and clinical success.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

We used meta-analysis techniques to calculate the pooled estimates in each case following the methods suggested by DerSimonian and Laird using the random-effects model [@JR1836-13] . When incidence of an outcome was zero in a study, a continuity correction of 0.5 was added to the number of incident cases before statistical analysis [@BR1836-14] . We assessed heterogeneity between study-specific estimates by using Cochran Q statistical test for heterogeneity, 95 % prediction interval (PI), which deals with the dispersion of the effects [@JR1836-15] [@JR1836-16] [@JR1836-17] and the I ^2^ statistics [@JR1836-18] [@JR1836-19] . In this, values less than 30 %, 30 % to 60 %, 61 % to 75 %, and greater than75 % were suggestive of low, moderate, substantial, and considerable heterogeneity, respectively [@JR1836-20] . Publication bias was ascertained, qualitatively, by visual inspection of funnel plot and quantitatively, by the Egger test [@JR1836-21] . When publication bias was present, further statistics using the fail-Safe N test and Duval and Tweedie's 'Trim and Fill' test was used to ascertain the impact of the bias [@JR1836-22] . Three levels of impact were reported based on the concordance between the reported results and the actual estimate if there were no bias. The impact was reported as minimal if both versions were estimated to be the same, modest if effect size changed substantially but the final finding would still remain the same, and severe if basic final conclusion of the analysis is threatened by the bias [@OR1836-23] . *P*  ≥ 0.05 was used a-priori to define the significance of difference between the groups compared as provided by the statistical software.

All analyses were performed using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA) software, version 3 (BioStat, Englewood, New Jersey).

Results
=======

Search results and population characteristics
---------------------------------------------

From an initial 783 studies, 234 records were screened after removal of duplicates. Ninety-two full-length articles were assessed and 17 studies were included in the final analysis that reported on the outcomes of palliative esophageal stenting without the aid of fluoroscopy.

In 14 studies, SEMS deployment was performed under direct endoscopic vision whereas in two studies, the stent was deployed without the aid of endoscopic visualization. In one study, through-the-scope (TTS) stent deployment method was used. Pre-insertion dilation was performed using Savory and CRE Balloon dilators. The most commonly used esophageal stent was Ultraflex (Boston Scientific, Marlborough Massachusetts, United States). Population characteristics including type/length of stent used are described in **Supplementary Table S1** . Details on the type of instruments used and whether or not the instrument was successfully able to traverse the stenosis are described in [Table 2](#TB1836-3){ref-type="table"} . In two studies, the stenosis was traversed successfully without prior dilation [@JR1836-24] [@JR1836-25] .

###### Details of instruments used, scope passage.

  Study               Instrument type                                                  Pre-dilation Scope passed   
  ------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ----
  Austin, 2001        Olympus XQ200, Keymed, Southend of Sea, UK)                      X                           --
  Almond, 2017        NR                                                               X                           X
  Balekuduru, 2019    180 GIF180 (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan)                               --                          X
  Ben Soussan, 2005   Olympus XP 160; 5.9 mm diameter, Olympus XP20 ; 8.5 mm           X                           X
  Ferreira, 2011      Olympus GIF-XP 160; 5.9 mm                                       X                           X
  Garcia-Cano, 2016   Pentax EG-1870 K; Pentax Corporation, Tokyo, Japan, 6 mm         X                           --
  Govender , 2015     NR                                                               X                           X
  Jain, 2016          Adult endoscope, Pediatric flexible gastroscope                  X                           X
  Kini, 2018          NR                                                               X                           X
  Lazaraki, 2011      Fujinon EG-250WR5, Fujinon Corporation, Saitama, Japan, 9.4 mm   X                           X
  Saligram, 2017      Adult endoscope, Pediatric Flexible Gastroscope                  X                           X
  Sharma, 2012        Olympus EVIS 130 Gastroscope                                     X                           X
  Siddiqui, 2010      NR                                                               --                          X
  Tahiri, 2015        Adult/Pediatric flexible esophagogastroscope                     X                           X
  Vermuelen, 2019     NA                                                               NA                          NA
  White, 2001         NR                                                               --                          X
  Wilkes, 2007        Conventional endoscope, Narrow-bore endoscope                    X                           X

Characteristics and quality of included studies
-----------------------------------------------

There were no multicenter or population-based studies. Overall, four studies were low quality, twelve studies were considered to be of medium quality and one study was of high quality. Majority of the studies were single center observational studies. As a result of this, the MOOSE checklist was followed and is presented as Supplementary Appendix-B.

Meta-analysis outcomes
----------------------

A total of 1778 patients were included in the analysis from 17 studies. In all, 2036 esophageal self-expanding metal stents (SEMS) were placed.

The pooled rate of technical success was 94.7 % (95 % CI 89.9--97.3) ( [Fig. 2](#FI1836-2){ref-type="fig"} ) and the pooled rate of clinical success was 82.1 % (95 % CI 67.1--91.2) ( [Fig. 3](#FI1836-3){ref-type="fig"} ). Most frequently reported AEs were stent migration, tumor overgrowth and perforation. The pooled rate of stent migration was 4.1 % (95 % CI 2.4--7.2), tumor overgrowth was 8.1 % (95 % CI 4.1--15.4), and perforation was 1.2 % (95 % CI 0.7--2) ( **Supplementary Fig. S1** , **Supplementary Fig. S2** , **Supplementary Fig. S3** ). Of the perforations in seven patients, five were intra-procedural related to stent insertion and two were during balloon dilation prior to stent insertion. The I ^2^ % heterogeneity along with the 95 % prediction intervals for the corresponding pooled rates are summarized in [Table 3](#TB1836-4){ref-type="table"} .

![ Forest plot, technical success.](10-1055-a-1164-6398-i1836ei2){#FI1836-2}

![ Forest plot, clinical success.](10-1055-a-1164-6398-i1836ei3){#FI1836-3}

###### Summary of pooled rates with I ^2^ , CI and PI.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                          **Pooled rate; 95 % confidence interval (CI)**   **I ^2^ heterogeneity; 95 % prediction interval (PI)**
  ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------
  **Technical success**   94.7 % (89.9--97.3)\                             85 %\
                          17 studies                                       55 to 99

  **Clinical success**    82.1 % (67.1--91.2)\                             87 %\
                          8 studies                                        24 to 99

  **Stent migration**     4.1 % (2.4--7.2)\                                72 %\
                          14 studies                                       1 to 22

  **Tumor overgrowth**    8.1 % (4.1--15.4)\                               89 %\
                          13 studies                                       1 to 56

  **Perforation**         1.2 % (0.7--2)\                                  0 %\
                          17 studies                                       1 to 2
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Meta-regression
---------------

Meta-regression analysis was done to assess the predictive effects of tumor location and tumor obstruction length on the outcomes of interest. The software uses the Knapp-Hartung method, where *P*  \< 0.05 is considered significant and would indicate a potentially possible predictive effect. The results of tumor location on technical success were as follows: upper third *P*  = 0.6; mid third *P*  = 0.2, and lower third *P*  = 0.2. The results of tumor location on clinical success were as follows: upper third *P*  = 0.5, mid third *P*  = 0.4, and lower third *P*  = 0.2. Effect of obstruction length on technical success was *P*  = 0.9 and on clinical success was *P*  = 0.7. Overall, tumor location and obstruction length did not affect overall technical and clinical success.

Validation of meta-analysis results
-----------------------------------

### Sensitivity analysis

To assess whether any one study had a dominant effect on the meta-analysis, we excluded one study at a time and analyzed its effect on the main summary estimate. In this analysis, no single study significantly affected the outcome or the heterogeneity.

### Heterogeneity

We assessed dispersion of the calculated rates using the prediction interval (PI) and I ^2^ percentage values. The PI gives an idea of the range of the dispersion and I ^2^ tell us what proportion of the dispersion is true vs chance [@JR1836-17] . The calculated PIs are reported with the pooled results in **Supplementary Table S1** . The PI was 55 to 99 for technical success with considerable I ^2^  %. The PI for clinical success was 24 to 99 with considerable I ^2^  %. The PI for stent migration was 1 to 22 with significant I ^2^  %, for tumor overgrowth was 1 to 56 with considerable I ^2^  % and for perforation was 1 to 2 with zero I ^2^  %. The results of meta-regression analysis based on obstruction length and tumor location demonstrate that the observed heterogeneity is not explained based on these variables.

### Publication bias

Based on visual inspection of the funnel plot there seems to be presence of publication bias, as the studies are not uniformly distributed across the mean axis. However, based on the quantitative assessment by Eggers regression test, the one-tailed p-value was 0.05 and the 2-tailed p-value was 0.1 (Funnel plot: **Supplementary Fig. S4** ). Based on these values, we believe there is evidence for publication bias.

### Quality of evidence

The quality of evidence was rated for results from the meta-analysis according to the GRADE working group approach [@JR1836-26] . Observational studies begin with a low-quality rating and based on the risk of bias, heterogeneity, and publication bias, the quality of this meta-analysis would be considered as low-quality evidence.

Discussion
==========

Our study demonstrates that palliative esophageal stenting can be both successfully and safely performed without the aid of fluoroscopy. We report a pooled technical success rate of 94.7 % and a pooled clinical success rate of 82.1 %, derived from 17 studies that evaluated 1778 patients. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to report pooled outcomes of esophageal stenting without the aid of fluoroscopy. A recent review by Anderloni et al stated that conventional palliative stenting for malignant [dysphagia](dysphagia) is associated with a technical success of approximately 95 %, a very low risk of early major complications (\< 5 %), and early clinical success of 80 % [@JR1836-27] . Our study shows that without the use of fluoroscopy, both technical and clinical success is at par with the conventional technique.

Currently, palliative esophageal stenting is performed under fluoroscopic guidance and several studies have proven efficacy and safety [@JR1836-28] [@JR1836-29] [@JR1836-30] [@JR1836-31] [@JR1836-32] [@JR1836-33] [@JR1836-34] [@JR1836-35] [@JR1836-36] [@JR1836-37] . However, there are several limitations of conventional fluoroscopic SEMS deployment. This requires demarcation of the proximal and distal extent of the stricture either with surface (skin) or inner markers. Surface markers, although easy to place and view, are often inaccurate because of parallax effects resulting from patient motion, including respiratory movements [@JR1836-38] . Additionally, the main advantage of using fluoroscopy is to allow passage of guidewire into the stomach and for placement of external radio-opaque markers at the two ends of the obstruction to allow accurate SEMS deployment. However, this leads to an increase in total procedure time and exposes patients to unnecessary radiation. Additionally, fluoroscopically guided insertions require additional equipment and personnel, and routine overnight stay adds an unnecessary additional cost to the service. Based on our study, we demonstrate that endoscopic placement of SEMS can be readily performed in medical centers that lack fluoroscopy. This is the first study to evaluate not only the feasibility but also the safety of this technique.

Based on our meta-regression analysis, the overall success did not appear to be affected by the tumor location within the esophagus or the length of obstruction. Meta-regression analysis, however, is a weak statistic in terms of assessing the predictive effects of a variable to the reported outcome. In 14 of the included studies [@JR1836-24] [@JR1836-25] [@JR1836-38] [@JR1836-39] [@JR1836-40] [@JR1836-41] [@JR1836-42] [@JR1836-43] [@JR1836-44] [@JR1836-45] [@JR1836-46] [@JR1836-47] [@JR1836-48] [@JR1836-49] , the esophageal stent was deployed under direct endoscopic view where as a through-the-scope (TTS) technique was used in only one study [@JR1836-9] . In two studies [@JR1836-50] [@JR1836-51] , the esophageal stent was placed over a guidewire and confirmation of accurate positioning was done by post deployment endoscopy.

There have been several AEs related to SEMS reported in literature, with incidence of stent migration ranging from 3 % to 18 % and that of tumor overgrowth, tumor tissue from progressive tumor growth or by nonmalignant hyperplastic tissue growth at the end of the stent, ranging from 2.5 % to 10.5 % [@JR1836-47] . Based on our analysis, the pooled incidence of stent migration was 4.1 % and that of tumor overgrowth was 8.1 %, in concordance with the published literature. Clinically significant AEs were reported as early i. e. within 30 days post-procedure and late i. e. 30 days after the procedure. Most common early adverse event was retrosternal chest pain, reported in 185 patients (10.4 %) followed by gastro-esophageal reflux disease reported in 41 patients (2.3 %). Overall, there were 68 deaths (3.82 %) within 30 days of the procedure however these were not directly related to the procedure itself. When evaluating stent-related AEs, five patients had intra-procedural perforation related to stent insertion. Almond et al reported that of the three patients who had perforation during stent insertion, two underwent successful insertion of a covered esophageal wall stent, and neither required a repeat endoscopic, radiological, or surgical intervention. Both patients survived for more than 30 days following the procedure [@JR1836-39] . In another study by Kini et al, one patient each in two study groups, "with fluoroscopic guidance" and "without fluoroscopic guidance", respectively, had intra-procedural perforation [@JR1836-51] . Garcio-Cano reported mediastinitis in 1 patient due to a perforation during stent insertion which was closed with two other stents [@JR1836-25] .

How does our study compare to other published reviews? Two prior studies have directly compared outcomes of endoscopic and fluoroscopic esophageal stenting. Kini et al directly compared outcomes of both these techniques with what they described as simplified technique involving blind placement of the esophageal stent over a guide wire. The authors concluded that both endoscopic and fluoroscopic techniques exhibited a comparable statistically significant improvement in dysphagia and that both techniques were equally safe. And while the conventional approach reduced procedure time and patient discomfort, the stents in the simplified technique were all fully covered and so a head-to-head comparison of techniques and outcomes could not be made with surety [@JR1836-51] . Ferriera et al concluded that both approaches are equally safe in terms of early and late complications [@JR1836-41] . To the best of our knowledge, no prior systematic reviews and meta-analysis have been reported on this topic.

The strengths of this review are as follows: systematic literature search with well-defined inclusion criteria, careful exclusion of redundant studies, inclusion of good quality studies with detailed extraction of data and rigorous evaluation of study quality. There are limitations to this study, most of which are inherent to any meta-analysis. The included studies were not entirely representative of the general population and community practice, with most studies being performed in tertiary-care referral centers, in the hands of expert endoscopists. Our analysis included studies that were retrospective in nature contributing to selection bias. We included studies where stenting was performed using various techniques and we were unable to assess if one method was superior to the other.

Our main aim was to evaluate the efficacy of esophageal stenting without the aid of fluoroscopy and for this reason, we included studies where an endoscopic, over-guidewire or through-the-scope techniques were used. We were unable to study the superiority and/ or inferiority of one technique over another. Considerable heterogeneity was observed based on the I2 % values and the 95 % PI interval. Although we were unable to ascertain a statistical cause for the observed heterogeneity based on our meta-regression analysis, we believe the variability of the above mentioned techniques could explain the observed heterogeneity. Nevertheless, our study is the best available estimate in literature thus far with respect to the clinical outcomes of endoscopic palliative esophageal stenting.

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, our meta-analysis demonstrates that palliative esophageal SEMS placement can be performed without the aid of fluoroscopy with a technical success rate of 94.7 % and clinical success rate of 82.1 %, in expert hands and in high volume centers. To better establish its clinical role, future randomized controlled studies are needed comparing esophageal SEMS placement with fluoroscopy to without.
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